
JIRCS 2019 by Jocie Hilton 
 
One word to describe the weekend would be wet! I don’t think it ever stopped raining 
for more than 5 minutes. After the long coach journey to the first event at Cowms 
Rocks we got out the minivan into the first of many puddles.  
 

Puddles turned into muddy streams as we walked up to the 
Assembly area with a further meandering uphill walk to the start. 
All smiles at the start from us all though, as clearly shown by 
Amelia.  

 
 
Start in the distance. 
 
 
The start kite was on a stream and to get to the first control you had to cross it.  
 
This was definitely easier said than done as it was deep and fast flowing. I had to 
head upstream to find a place I felt I could take a leap of faith to the other side 
landing on my hands and knees. I got up and started a quick scramble up the hill to 
number one which was in yet another stream. 
 
Control 2 took me a long time too, to cross a very boggy moor. At one point my foot 
found a hole and I sank up to my knee in what appeared to be an underground stream. 
The course continued around a rocky area before running through a valley (fully 
equipped with a stream) and up into the woods.  
 
This stream crossing was far more dramatic than the first one; the current much 
stronger than I first expected sweeping me off my feet. Now, after being submerged 
in water, I think it would have been easier to swim round the course. 
 
Thankfully, numerous Brutal races have prepared me for wet endurance conditions, 
and I continued the path up the hill after warning the person behind me to cross 
somewhere else.  
 



Control 11 was blocked 
by a mud slide that I 
managed to completely 
destroy my map on 
when I slipped and slid 
down the bank. The last 
few controls were 
thankfully completed 
before a sprint finish. 
 
It was not my best run 
ever but others did 
much better. 
 

Simon kindly 
had been 
keeping our 
parents up to 
date with our 
progress 
including 
“we’re all 
back” photo – 
still smiling.  
 
Fortunately, 
there was not 
long to wait 
before we 
clambered 
back into the 
minibus (considerably wetter than before) and Laurence kindly drove us to the place 
where we would be staying. Putting clean, dry socks on after a hot shower was 
probably the best part of the weekend!! Followed by some good, hot food of course. 
 
Later, back in our room, we got everything sorted for the night and got our duvet and 
pillowcases from the cupboard. Apparently, I don’t know how to make my bed. I make 
my bed by climbing inside the cover and putting the duvet in the corners that way. I 
soon realised that this is not the case as I re-emerged amidst gales of laughter. I was 
the first one to make my bed though, everyone else did theirs later after the prize 
giving. 
 
I was a bit apprehensive about the evening’s entertainment, the cèilidh at first, as 
dancing isn’t really my thing, but I soon found it was great fun as everyone is terrible 
at it and I only fell over once! 



For some reason, someone’s 
alarm went off ridiculously early 
the next morning, so we all got 
up and got ready way before 
everyone else. We were early for 
breakfast though so there was 
less of a queue. We packed our 
bags and were soon back in the 
minibus driving off, yawning all 
the way. Like the day before, it 
was raining! 
 
Our small but determined Relay 
Teams at the ready – still 
smiling!! 

 
 
Once at the event and the tent was up, we turned to the 
important matter of face paint. After last year’s fiasco of a 
giant green and blue butterfly pasted over my face, I decided 
to steer clear of the face paint. Most of the rest of the team 
had war stripes, unfortunately, the weather meant that most 
of it washed off by the time they ran.  
 

 
 
The terrain was very 
different from yesterday 
with smaller lumps and 
dips rather than big hills. 
This meant that there 
were a lot of controls 
hidden in holes though!  
 

Unfortunately, both SCOA teams were disqualified for mispunches. The girls’ team 
wouldn’t have scored much as we were all W14s, but Laura had a great run against 
older competitors although there was a problem as a wire blocked the control unit so 
her compass dibber didn’t accurately record the control. The boys’ team also had 
problems.  
 
 



I’ve never run in such wet conditions before, don’t think even Thomas Howell being 
our oldest competitor had even! The coaches Simon, Laurence and Katie were all 
smiles for us, tired competitors and were a great support. Thank you for standing out 
there in all that rain with us!! Thank you also for driving Simon and Laurence, to SCOA 
for funding and to everyone else who helped make the trip enjoyable!  
 
SCOA JIRCS 2020 next ���� 
 

                        
 
 

     
 
Above photos by Simon Kippin. 
 
Link to Wendy Carlyle Photos from Cowm Rocks and Tankersley wood – showing fast 
flowing streams and rain – have I mentioned the rain…. 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wendles56/albums/72157711114788507 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/wendles56/albums/72157711114788507

